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Dear Friends,
The OU College of Law has much to celebrate during a time 
when the landscape of legal education has fundamentally 
shifted. We have adapted and innovated and are enjoying 
remarkable success. This can be seen in a myriad of ways. 
None is more important than the quality of our incoming class. 
Most law schools have shrunk in size and contracted in quality. 
We have maintained healthy class sizes, and this year we have 
seen the number of students who want to attend OU Law rise 
dramatically. We are excited to welcome yet another class of 
high-achievers and are eager to equip and prepare them for success in the legal profession.
One of the ways we do this is by providing unique programming designed to enhance the 
overall curriculum. This year, we welcomed many distinguished guests and in this issue of 
Sooner Lawyer, you will read about their visits.
For our lecture series, we focused on the theme of criminal justice reform, bringing in a trio of 
leading voices who provided distinct and challenging perspectives for our students: Professor 
Tracey L. Meares of Yale University, a member of President Obama’s Task Force on 21st Century 
Policing; Jonathan Rapping, MacArthur Foundation Fellow and founder of Gideon’s Promise; 
and Dean Strang, best known for his role as one of Steven Avery’s defense attorneys in the 
Netflix docu-series “Making a Murderer.” I hope you enjoy reading about the impact of our 
guest lecturers in our cover story on page 2.
Our second feature (page 6), spotlights another distinguished guest’s visit to the OU College 
of Law this year. Earlier this spring, U.S. Army Lt. Gen. Flora D. Darpino joined students for a 
Lunch and Learn session. Darpino is the first woman to hold the position of Judge Advocate 
General in the U.S. Army. She offered inspiring advice and insights for our students from her 
many experiences of shattering glass ceilings as a female in the military.
Our celebration continued this year with the induction of our fifth class into the Order of 
the Owl Hall of Fame. Many of you joined us in March to honor four remarkable inductees 
who have devoted their lives to service. We were thrilled to welcome Bill W. Burgess, Jr. (’80), 
Justice Tom Colbert (’82), Jim Gallogly (’77) and Justice Noma D. Gurich (’78) to the Order 
of the Owl Class of 2016. Turn to page 8 to learn more about each of them and their many 
accomplishments.
You will note in the OU Law Updates section on page 25 that last academic year also gave 
us cause for celebration when it came to our rise in the rankings and the many achievements 
of our students and faculty. We are fortunate to have such a strong and engaged OU Law 
community. Thank you for helping make OU Law one of the nation’s great public law schools.
Warmest regards,
Joseph Harroz Jr. 
Dean and Professor 
Fenelon Boesche Chair of Law
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ON NATIONAL  
HOT TOPIC
Below Left 
Tracey L. Meares makes a point 
while speaking on “How Police 
and the Public Think About 
Rightful Policing” in the Kerr 
Student Lounge.
Below Right 
Dean A. Strang (right) responds 
during the Q&A session with 
Professor Stephen Henderson in 
the Dick Bell Courtroom.
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In recent years, the call for reformation 
of the U.S. criminal justice system has 
grown, bringing together individuals 
from different ends of the political 
spectrum who, for differing reasons, 
believe the system must be changed. 
States, including Oklahoma, have reacted 
to the call for reform.
Inside and out of the OU Law classroom, 
criminal justice reform is a topic of 
interest for faculty and students. During 
the 2015-16 academic year, the OU 
College of Law hosted speakers who 
further sparked interest on this topic by 
highlighting different elements within the 
criminal justice reform movement.
“OU Law was honored to welcome three 
nationally recognized leading voices in 
the area of criminal justice reform,” said 
Dean Joe Harroz. “Two of our faculty 
members were instrumental in bringing 
these three individuals to us. Their 
lectures were especially timely given 
the nation’s ongoing conversation on 
the issue.”
The first speaker visited midway through 
the fall semester. Tracey L. Meares, 
Walton Hale Hamilton Professor of Law at 
Yale University, came to the University of 
Oklahoma courtesy of the distinguished 
visitor program of the Order of the 
Coif, an honorary scholastic society 
that encourages excellence in legal 
education. OU College of Law Professor 
Jonathan Barry Forman, who serves as 
the secretary of the Oklahoma chapter of 
the Order of the Coif, had the pleasure 
of guiding Meares to her many speeches 
and meetings.
During her October 2015 visit, Meares 
spoke to a large crowd of students, 
faculty, staff and members of the public 
who filled the Kerr Student Lounge. 
She discussed two perspectives in her 
presentation, “How Police and the Public 
Think About Rightful Policing.”
Later that night, Meares also gave 
a dinner lecture for the university 
community in the Great Hall of the 
Sam Noble Museum of Natural History 
on “Policing in the 21st Century.” 
Throughout her visit, she met with 
numerous groups of students as well.
Meares’ teaching and research interests 
center on criminal procedure and law 
policy. Her writings on crime prevention 
and community capacity-building are 
interdisciplinary and reflect a civil society 
approach to law enforcement that builds 
upon the interaction between law, culture, 
social norms and social organization.
Jonathan Rapping speaks about the role of the public defender in the 
criminal justice system.
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Meares served on President Obama’s Task 
Force on 21st Century Policing, which 
made recommendations on how policing 
practices can promote effective crime 
reduction while building public trust. 
Prior to joining the Yale faculty, Meares 
served as the Max Pam Professor of Law 
and director of the Center for Studies 
in Criminal Justice at the University of 
Chicago Law School. She was the first 
African-American woman to receive 
tenure at both the University of Chicago 
and Yale law schools. Meares also clerked 
for the U.S. Court of Appeals for the 7th 
Circuit and served as an honors program 
trial attorney in the antitrust division of 
the U.S. Department of Justice.
“Professor Meares gave two truly 
inspirational speeches, and she gave 
many examples of how the police and 
the public can work together for the 
common good,” said Forman, who also 
noted how generous Meares was in 
taking time to meet with students all over 
campus throughout her visit.
In the spring semester, Professor Stephen 
Henderson’s efforts brought Jonathan 
Rapping and Dean A. Strang to the 
College of Law.
Jonathan Rapping, nationally noted 
criminal justice innovator, also spoke 
in the Kerr Student Lounge when he 
visited the College of Law March 31. His 
address, “Creating a New Criminal Justice 
Narrative: The Role of Public Defenders 
in Driving Reform,” focused on public 
defenders, and was inspired by his work 
as president and founder of Gideon’s 
Promise, an Atlanta-based organization 
that trains, mentors and motivates public 
defenders nationwide.
The organization is named for 
Clarence Earl Gideon, petitioner in the 
landmark U.S. Supreme Court case, 
Gideon v. Wainright, which held that the 
Sixth Amendment’s guarantee of counsel 
is a fundamental right essential to a fair 
trial and, as such, applies to the states 
through the due process clause of the 
14th Amendment. Rapping refers to the 
case as the “birth of the public defender.”
It was for his groundbreaking work with 
Gideon’s Promise that he was awarded a 
2014 MacArthur Foundation Fellowship, 
also known as a “genius grant.” Both 
Rapping and the organization are 
featured in the award-winning HBO Films 
documentary, “Gideon’s Army.”
Rapping began his presentation by 
mentioning recent events across the 
country that brought to the public’s 
attention the condition of our criminal 
justice system. He believes certain groups 
of people have come to be viewed as 
less than human. “As long as we see 
them that way, we can accept the poor 
treatment they receive,” said Rapping. 
“It is this routine injustice that public 
defenders deal with daily. We become 
desensitized to the suffering. There is 
nothing more important you can do in 
the legal system than to keep us aware of 
the indifference and injustice.”
Dean Joe Harroz (center) introduces students 
Sam Merchant and Marcelo Pendleton-Moreno 
to Tracey Meares during a breakfast preceding 
her presentation.
“OU Law was 
excited to provide 
our students the 
opportunity to hear 
these three top legal 
minds speak on 
different facets of 
the topic of criminal 
justice reform.”
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In addition to his work with Gideon’s 
Promise, Rapping is professor of law at 
Atlanta’s John Marshall Law School, and 
is a visiting professor of law at Harvard 
University. He previously was the training 
director for the Public Defender Service 
for the District of Columbia, Georgia 
Public Defender Standards Council and 
the Orleans Public Defenders office, 
where he played a pivotal role in the 
aftermath of Hurricane Katrina.
Dean A. Strang, a defense attorney in the 
Netflix original docu-series “Making a 
Murderer,” visited OU Law April 4 to talk 
about the true-crime series and its impact 
on the criminal justice system. Professor 
Henderson led a Q&A session in the 
filled-to-capacity Dick Bell Courtroom 
while the event was simulcast for 
viewing in the Kerr Student Lounge to an 
overflow crowd. Strang also appeared in 
person there and answered questions.
Strang, a practicing attorney in Madison, 
Wisconsin, and an adjunct professor 
at two of Wisconsin’s universities, is 
best known for representing murder 
“On both a personal and professional 
level, it was a tremendous privilege to 
bring Dean and Jonathan to OU Law,” 
said Henderson. “I’m a huge admirer of 
the work they do, of the character they 
bring to that work, and of what they are 
trying to do for criminal justice in this 
country. As our students and everyone 
else in attendance at both events could 
readily attest, there is good reason they 
are two of the most talked about figures 
in criminal justice reform today.”
“OU Law was excited to provide our 
students the opportunity to hear 
these three top legal minds speak on 
different facets of the topic of criminal 
justice reform,” said Dean Joe Harroz. 
“Their insight and expertise is widely 
recognized, and our students have gained 
unique perspectives into issues affecting 
all citizens, which will provide valuable 
guidance for them as advocates in the 
criminal justice system.”  |SL|
“We become desensitized to the suffering,” Jonathan Rapping tells the audience during his March 31 visit.
After speaking to a full house in the Dick Bell 
Courtroom, Dean Strang moved to the overflow 
crowd in the Kerr Student lounge and responded to 
additional questions.
defendant Steven Avery, the central figure 
in "Making a Murderer." The 10-part 
series, watched by 19.3 million viewers, 
tells the story of Avery, who served 18 
years for sexual assault before being 
exonerated by DNA evidence. Following 
his exoneration, he filed a civil action 
against Manitowoc County, Wisconsin, 
as well as the county’s former sheriff and 
district attorney who had investigated 
and prosecuted the criminal case. Prior 
to settlement of the lawsuit, Avery was 
charged with the murder of another 
woman, convicted and imprisoned for life 
without the possibility of parole.
Strang is pleased the defense team 
agreed to cooperate with the filmmakers 
because the series has inspired a 
conversation about the criminal 
justice system and the presumption 
of innocence, which he maintains was 
absent in the case against Avery. Strang 
believes a pre-trial media conference in 
which grisly details of the crime were 
made public by prosecutors caused an 
“irretrievable” loss of the presumption of 
innocence.
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Flora D. Darpino made history in 
September 2013 when she was sworn in 
as the 39th Judge Advocate General of 
the U.S. Army, becoming the first woman 
to hold the position since the founding 
of the Army JAG Corps in 1775. Darpino 
visited the OU College of Law March 21 
for a lunch and learn event coordinated 
by the Office of Career Development.
In the casual, relaxed atmosphere of the 
Sneed Lounge, Darpino spoke about 
her career, which began with a direct 
commission in 1987. She also answered 
students’ questions on topics ranging 
from her international deployments to 
her daughters’ opinions of their mother’s 
JAG career.
Jessica Jacobsen, a third-year student 
who will become a judge advocate in 
the U.S. Coast Guard after graduation, 
attended the event to hear Darpino’s 
thoughts on trends for women in the 
military and learn how she balances her 
career and family life.
Jacobsen recounted a story Darpino told 
about how her career began. “When 
she arrived at her first assignment, her 
supervisor said ‘I told them I didn’t want 
a woman, but they sent you anyway.’ The 
lieutenant general said she always tries to 
see the glass half full and be optimistic, 
so she took this statement and flipped 
it – the Army thought she was qualified 
to be at this post, and so they ‘sent’ her 
even though she was a woman,” said 
Jacobsen. “She has navigated her career 
with this positive attitude and in a merit-
based system like the military, she’s been 
able to climb the ranks.”
Darpino earned a bachelor’s degree in 
economics from Gettysburg College in 
Pennsylvania; a juris doctor degree from 
Rutgers School of Law–Camden in New 
Jersey; and an LL.M. in military law from 
the U.S. Army Judge Advocate General’s 
Legal Center and School.
As the judge advocate general, Darpino 
oversees the nearly 2,000 full-time 
judge advocates and civilian attorneys 
providing legal services to the Army. She 
spoke frankly about the Army’s special 
Lt. Gen. Flora D. Darpino:
A woman of “firsts” 
inspiring others to follow
“She has navigated 
her career with this 
positive attitude and 
in a merit-based 
system like the military, 
she’s been able to 
climb the ranks.”
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victims’ counsel program established to 
provide guidance and support to victims 
of sexual assault and how it has positively 
impacted the military as a whole.
Darpino twice deployed to Iraq and, while 
away, missed special family moments. 
She expressed regret at having to miss 
a daughter’s prom and graduation, but 
also told of the letter her daughter wrote 
expressing her understanding of the 
situation and her pride in the job her 
mother was undertaking.
Jacobsen called the lunch and learn 
with Darpino “a great opportunity to 
hear from a woman who has literally 
shattered a glass ceiling.” Learning how 
Darpino balances her career with her 
family life makes Jacobsen hopeful for 
her own future.  |SL|
Lt. Gen. Darpino speaks with students during her visit to OU Law.
OU Law Jurist in Residence Wayne E. Alley welcomes Darpino to the College of 
Law. Alley is a retired brigadier general in the U.S. Army, a retired judge of the 
U.S. District Court for the Western District of Oklahoma, and former dean of the 
OU College of Law. 
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Order of the Owl 
The newest members of the Order of the 
Owl are Bill W. Burgess Jr., Tom J. Colbert, 
Noma D. Gurich and James L. Gallogly.
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Four distinguished OU College of Law alumni were honored March 9 at the fifth annual Order of 
the Owl Hall of Fame event. A record crowd of 520 alumni and friends of OU Law filled the Molly 
Shi Boren Ballroom in Oklahoma Memorial Union for dinner and the induction ceremony of Bill W. 
Burgess Jr. (’80), Tom J. Colbert (’82), James L. Gallogly (’77) and Noma D. Gurich (’78).
Dean Joe Harroz opened the evening by recognizing special guests and introducing the newest 
members of the OU chapter of the legal scholastic honor society, Order of the Coif. Newly elected 
members include 15 graduates from the Class of 2015 as well as honorary member, David A. 
Poarch (’77), former assistant dean for external relations at OU Law.
Harroz called on OU President David L. Boren (’68) for opening remarks, recognizing Boren as the 
longest-serving president at a flagship university in the United States. “It is a privilege to be able to 
honor those who have contributed so much to the rule of law and individual rights in our society,” 
said Boren.
The induction ceremony followed dinner. “Each of these individuals has made an indelible mark on 
our profession, displaying the highest dedication to professionalism and service,” said Harroz. “We 
are privileged to recognize their achievements and thank them for the example they have set for 
generations of OU Law students.”
After citing the outstanding leadership and service of each individual, Harroz read comments from 
close friends and colleagues. Each honoree and a student presenter joined Harroz on stage for the 
presentation of the owl sculpture symbolizing membership in the Order of the Owl Hall of Fame. 
Each inductee briefly spoke after receiving the award.
The evening concluded with the singing of the OU Chant, led by law student Gerard Michael D’Emilio.
Four alumni inducted  
in 2016 class
Hall of Fame:
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For more than 20 years, Bill W. Burgess Jr. has invested time and energy to address the 
needs of Oklahoma higher education, serving first as a member of the Oklahoma State 
Regents for Higher Education for 18 years and currently serving a seven-year term as 
an OU Regent.
Burgess is chairman of the board of the investment corporation Vortex; owner and 
publisher of The Lawton Constitution; and senior partner of Burgess, Burgess, Burgess 
& Hightower. As chairman and principal owner of Techrizon, Burgess developed the 
enterprise into Oklahoma’s largest software engineering company.
Burgess has held numerous leadership positions at the state and national levels, 
including chairman of the board for the Oklahoma Business Roundtable, Oklahoma 
State Chamber and the Citizens’ Commission on the Future of Oklahoma Higher 
Education. He also currently is civilian aide to the secretary for the U.S. Army and 
serves as a member of the OU College of Law Board of Visitors. He was inducted into 
both the Oklahoma Hall of Fame and the Oklahoma Higher Education Hall of Fame, 
and was honored as Corporate Entrepreneur of the Year by the U.S. Association for 
Business and Entrepreneurship.
Lindsay Kistler, editor-in-chief of the Oklahoma Law Review, presented Burgess’ award. 
“We all know him as Billy Wayne. He came 
from humble beginnings. His parents helped 
provide him with an education. Bill made 
good use of it. Most of us when we get out 
of law school set out to make our mark in 
the legal profession. Not Billy Wayne. He 
chose multiple paths of law, business and 
newspaper publication. He has excelled in 
all of them. But on his way to the top, Bill 
never forgot his parents and what they had 
provided him. Bill, in every way, with his 
time, dedication and money took very good 
care of his parents until they left this world. 
For that he should be commended.”
—  MICHAEL S. BURRAGE (’74) 
Whitten Burrage Law Firm
“Throughout his career, Bill has never failed 
to stand up and stand tall as a very strong 
and effective advocate for the OU College 
of Law and for Oklahoma higher education. 
He credits his law degree with opening 
many doors for him, both professionally and 
personally. His service to OU and the OU 
College of Law is his way of giving back and 
also paying it forward to provide the same 
opportunities that he experienced in law 
school to our next generation of law students.”
—  GLEN D. JOHNSON (’79) 
Chancellor of the Oklahoma State  
System of Higher Education
Bill W. Burgess Jr.
Class of 1980
Dean Joe Harroz, Bill W. Burgess Jr., Lindsay Kistler
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A pioneer in the legal profession, Tom J. Colbert became the first African-American 
to sit on the Oklahoma Supreme Court. During his time on the court, he has served 
as vice chief and chief justice, making history on both occasions as the first African-
American to do so. Before serving on the Oklahoma Supreme Court, Colbert also was 
the first African-American to be appointed to the Oklahoma Court of Civil Appeals, 
where he served as chief judge.
He served several years in the U.S. Army and later earned a master of education 
degree from Eastern Kentucky University. He taught in the public school system in 
Chicago prior to attending the OU College of Law. He also served as assistant dean 
at Marquette University Law School in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, and assistant district 
attorney in Oklahoma County. He later entered private practice at Miles-LaGrange 
& Colbert.
Colbert has been honored with many distinctions and awards, including induction into 
the Oklahoma Criminal Justice Hall of Fame, Oklahoma Association of Community 
Colleges Hall of Fame and Eastern Oklahoma State College Hall of Fame, as well as the 
Thurgood Marshall Award of Excellence and the Ada Lois Sipuel Fisher Diversity Award, 
among others.
Sam Merchant, president of the Student Bar Association, presented Colbert’s award. 
“I first met Tom Colbert in the appellate 
record of a case he had won before a jury. As 
I reviewed that record and read the briefs, it 
became apparent that this was a case won 
in the law library. He won it by first laying 
out the facts of his case as the raw fabric 
before the jury. By stitching in a number of 
cases, he created a legal theory that perfectly 
complemented that fabric and wove together 
a winning jury case using simple information 
and compelling explanation. Later, he was 
appointed to the Court of Civil Appeals, 
where we became colleagues and close 
personal friends. From humble beginnings, 
he has excelled as a first-rate athlete, scholar, 
law school dean, lawyer, judge, justice and 
chief justice of Oklahoma’s Supreme Court.”
—  JERRY L. GOODMAN 
Judge of the Oklahoma Court  
of Civil Appeals
“I first came to know of Tom Colbert when 
he became a judge on the Court of Civil 
Appeals in 2000. I became acutely aware 
of his intellect and analytical skills in 
reviewing his opinions that would come 
before our court on writs of certiorari. Tom’s 
appointment as a justice on the Oklahoma 
Supreme Court in 2004 was truly the 
highlight during my first term as chief justice 
and indeed, my entire judicial career of over 
three decades. His tenure on our court, and 
specifically his excellent leadership, has only 
heightened my respect and admiration for 
Tom Colbert.”
—  JOSEPH M. WATT 




Dean Joe Harroz, Tom J. Colbert, Sam Merchant
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James L. Gallogly had a highly successful career in oil and gas, holding many executive 
positions with Phillips, Chevron Phillips Chemical and ConocoPhillips. Gallogly was 
executive vice president of exploration and production at ConocoPhillips, and also 
previously served as the company’s executive vice president of refining, marketing and 
transportation.
In 2009, as chief executive officer, he guided LyondellBassell Industries out of Chapter 
11 bankruptcy. When Gallogly assumed his leadership role, the company was more 
than $20 billion in debt, one of the biggest bankruptcies in American history. Under 
his direction, LyondellBassell was transformed into what is now one of the world’s 
largest plastics, chemical and refining companies.
Since his retirement from LyondellBassell, Gallogly has served on the board of directors 
at DuPont, where he provides leadership in corporate governance and strategic 
planning, and on a number of charity boards.
Gallogly is a member of the Oklahoma, Texas and Colorado bar associations and 
serves as a member of the OU College of Law Board of Visitors. For leadership in his 
profession, OU awarded him an honorary degree in 2012. Last year, he and his wife, 
Janet, provided a major gift to what is now the OU Gallogly College of Engineering. 
This year, the Gallogly Family Foundation chose the OU College of Law as the pilot 
school for its selective Public Interest Fellowship Program, which launches this fall and 
supports a limited number of graduates who wish to pursue public interest work.
Daniel Franklin, editor-in-chief of Oil and Gas, Natural Resources, and Energy Journal, 
presented Gallogly’s award.
“When Jim was named CEO of 
LyondellBassell, it seemed like a precarious 
place of employment due to the company’s 
state of bankruptcy at the time. But I knew 
Jim. He was perfect for the job. He could 
pivot with equal aplomb between town 
hall meetings with plant employees, Wall 
Street financiers and bankruptcy lawyers. 
Jim got LyondellBassell out of bankruptcy 
in record time and as Forbes noted ‘in the 
history of Wall Street there haven’t been 
too many moneymaking machines quite 
like LyondellBassell, which has seen its 
shares return 500% since it emerged from 
bankruptcy.’ That’s what Jim Gallogly does. 
He makes things better.”
—  CRAIG GLIDDEN 
Executive vice president of GMC
“In the international community, the first 
impression of Jim is that he looks like the 
all-American, confident person who can 
accomplish anything. While some first 
impressions may lead you astray, in Jim’s case 
this first impression is accurate. Jim is super 
intelligent, low-key and approachable. He has 
a Vince Lombardi passion to win fairly and 
achieve excellence. No one will ever outwork, 
be better prepared or negotiate harder than 
Jim. He loves the biggest challenges and the 
most difficult business propositions. With 
his drive to succeed, he will always win the 
important battles.”
—  JIM MULVA 




Dean Joe Harroz, James L. Gallogly, Daniel Franklin
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A leader and role model in the legal profession for more than 30 years, Noma D. 
Gurich is only the third woman in history to serve on the Oklahoma Supreme Court, 
having been appointed in 2011. After spending 10 years as a litigator, Gurich was 
appointed to the Oklahoma Workers’ Compensation Court, where she served as a 
judge for 10 years, including four as presiding judge. Later, she was appointed and 
elected to serve as a district judge in Oklahoma County, where she served for 12½ 
years, including two as presiding judge.
She is a master member of the William J. Holloway Jr. American Inn of Court, a 
member of the OU College of Law Board of Visitors and serves on the Oklahoma 
County Criminal Justice Task Force. She also is an active volunteer with the El Sistema 
Oklahoma After-School Orchestra Program and the OKC Festival of the Arts.
Gurich has been honored with a number of distinctions and awards in her career, 
including membership in the prestigious Order of the Coif, the Mona Salyer Lambird 
Spotlight Award and 2011 Judge of the Year by the Oklahoma Chapter of the 
American Board of Trial Advocates.
Mallory Irwinsky, editor-in-chief of the American Indian Law Review, presented 
Gurich’s award.  |SL|
Noma D. Gurich
Class of 1978
Dean Joe Harroz, Noma D. Gurich, Mallory Irwinsky
“Noma was an exceptional trial lawyer. She 
was an even better trial judge — smart, 
hardworking, fair — everything a lawyer and 
his or her clients want in a judge. In her first 
hotly contested judicial election campaign 
in 1998, Noma was a whirlwind of activity, 
speaking to just about every newspaper, 
church, school, union, voter group and civic 
club in Oklahoma City. She won, and no 
one ever ran against her after that. Noma 
Gurich is truly a remarkable person both 
professionally and personally, and we 
really do miss her down at the Oklahoma 
County Courthouse.”
—  GEORGE S. CORBYN JR. (’73) 
Corbyn Hampton Barghols Pierce PLLC
“I am so happy to have Noma Gurich as my 
‘sistern’ and colleague on the Oklahoma 
Supreme Court. She sees what needs to be 
done and she does it. She has incredible 
drive and energy. You cannot outwork or 
outtalk her. Her community is the world. 
She is as enthusiastic about participating in 
missionary trips to Russia as she is lining 
up programs for her Holloway Inn of Court. 
Anything she does, she does with all her 
heart and mind. And, she does it to the best 
of her unbridled ability. So help me God!”
—  YVONNE KAUGER 
Justice of the Oklahoma 
Supreme Court
To watch the inductions and hear  
each of the inductees’ remarks,  
visit OU Law’s YouTube channel at 
http://bit.ly/OULawYouTube.
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News briefs
1960s
Richard L. Barnes (’64) was appointed to the California 
Tobacco Education and Research Oversight Committee. He 
is a health sciences clinical professor at the University of 
California, San Francisco Department of Clinical Pharmacy 
and an adjunct assistant professor of law at the University of 
California Hastings College of the Law.
James L. Cunningham (’64) received 
the American College of Real Estate 
Lawyers Frederick S. Lane Award 
recognizing his career contributions as 
a real estate lawyer. He is only the 
ninth recipient of the award in 38 
years, and is retired from the Denver law firm of Sherman & 
Howard LLC, where he specialized in complex real estate 
development and loans and transactions.
James M. Sturdivant (’64) was named to Oklahoma Super 
Lawyers 2015 for business litigation. He is a shareholder of 
GableGotwals in Tulsa, Oklahoma.
Michael B. Arkin (’65) wrote the legal mystery novel Judicial 
Indiscretion. He has practiced law in California and New 
Mexico for 50 years after working for the U.S. Department of 
Justice as a trial lawyer in Washington, D.C.
Charlie Daniels (‘65) was elected president of the 
Opportunity Scholarship Fund, a scholarship granting 
organization under the Oklahoma Equal Opportunity 
Education Scholarship Act. He also serves as chairman of the 
board of directors of OK MOZART in Bartlesville, Oklahoma.
Clyde A. Muchmore (’67) was named to Oklahoma Super 
Lawyers 2015 for appellate practice. He is a director of 
Crowe & Dunlevy in Oklahoma City.
Frank Keating (’69) received the 2016 American Patriot of 
Character Award from Character.org. The former Oklahoma 
governor recently retired as president of the American 
Bankers Association, and now is a partner of Holland & 
Knight LLP in the firm’s Washington, D.C., and Tysons 
Corner, Virginia, offices.
1970s
Lynnwood R. Moore Jr. (’70) was listed in the 2016 edition 
of The Best Lawyers in America for corporate law and 
securities law. He also was recognized in Oklahoma Super 
Lawyers 2015 in securities and corporate finance. He is of 
counsel to Conner & Winters in Tulsa, Oklahoma.
Joe Sam Vassar (’70) received the Judge of the Year Award 
from the American Board of Trial Advocates. He serves as 
district judge Oklahoma Judicial District 24, which includes 
Creek, Okfuskee and Okmulgee counties.
Gary Paul Snow (’71) became a member of the Del City 
High School Alumni Hall of Fame as part of the 2015 class 
of inductees. He practiced law in the Oklahoma towns of 
Holdenville and Seminole for 30 years, and later served as 
municipal judge in those communities for almost 10 years.
Bruce W. Day (‘72) was named to Oklahoma Super Lawyers 
2015 for securities litigation. He is a director of Crowe & 
Dunlevy in Oklahoma City.
Gary R. McSpadden (’72) was named to Oklahoma Super 
Lawyers 2015 for banking law. He is a director of Crowe & 
Dunlevy in Tulsa, Oklahoma.
John C. Hudson (’73) was inducted into the National 
Association of Intercollegiate Athletics Hall of Fame in honor 
of his 38 years of pro bono service as the commissioner of 
the Sooner Athletic Conference.
David W. Lee (’73) became an of counsel attorney with 
Collins, Zorn & Wagner PC in Oklahoma City. His practice 
focuses on civil rights and employment defense.
Jerry L. Steward (’73) was elected to the Integris Southwest 
Medical Center board of directors. He is president of 
Oklahoma City Community College.
Michael S. Burrage (’74) will be 
inducted into the Oklahoma Hall of 
Fame in November. He has served as a 
federal judge for all three of the U.S. 
District Courts in Oklahoma, and 
currently is the senior managing 
partner at Whitten Burrage law firm in Oklahoma City.
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Richard C. Ford (’74) was named to Oklahoma Super 
Lawyers 2015 for appellate practice. He is a director of 
Crowe & Dunlevy in Oklahoma City.
James A. Jennings III (’74) was elected president of the 
Oklahoma chapter of American Board of Trial Advocates. He 
is a director and founding member of Jennings Teague law 
firm in Oklahoma City. His practice is focused on complex 
civil litigation.
Curtis M. Long (’74) joined Conner & Winters as a partner 
in Tulsa, Oklahoma. His practice is focused on energy, 
environmental and natural resources administrative and 
regulatory issues, and telecommunications.
G. Blaine Schwabe III (’74) was listed 
in Oklahoma Super Lawyers 2015 for 
business litigation. He is of counsel 
with GableGotwals in Oklahoma City.
Jim Waldo (’74) was named president of the Friends of 
the Oklahoma History Center. The group provides advisory, 
planning and financial support for the museum, located in 
Oklahoma City.
Harry Birdwell (’75) received the Distinguished Alumni 
Award from the Oklahoma State University Alumni 
Association. He serves as the secretary of the Oklahoma 
Commissioners of the Land Office.
Katherine “Kay” Winfree (’75) has joined Orrick, 
Herrington & Sutcliffe as counsel in its public policy group 
in Washington, D.C. She previously practiced with Manatt, 
Phelps & Phillips LLP and served as an assistant in the office 
of the U.S. Attorney for the District of Columbia as well as 
chief of staff in the Federal Communications Commission 
Enforcement Bureau.
Terri Cooper (’77) was named 
president of Rotary Club of Oklahoma 
City. She also received the Dulaney-
Browne Library Society Award at the 
Societies of Oklahoma City University 
Awards of Excellence luncheon. She is 
retired from Globe Life and Accident Insurance Company, 
where she served as assistant general counsel for 20 years.
James L. Gallogly (’77) received the 2016 SCI Chemical 
Industry Medal from the Society of Chemical Industry, 
America Section. He is the retired chief executive officer of 
LyondellBasell and a current director of DuPont.
Michael Jones (’77) was elected secretary of the Oklahoma 
chapter of American Board of Trial Advocates. He practices in 
Bristow, Oklahoma.
David A. Poarch (’77) was selected for honorary 
membership in the Order of the Coif by the University of 
Oklahoma chapter, and joined the board of directors of 
Dale K. Graham Veteran’s Corner. He is the immediate-past 
president of the Oklahoma Bar Association and practices 
with the firm of Bailey and Poarch in Norman, Oklahoma, 
where he also serves as the municipal court presiding judge.
John M. Wampler (’77) retired after serving more than 25 
years as the district attorney of Jackson, Greer, Harmon, 
Kiowa and Tillman counties. He is the longest-serving district 
attorney in Oklahoma, and has three times led the Oklahoma 
District Attorneys Association and District Attorneys Council. 
He also served on the board of directors of the National 
District Attorneys Association.
John W. Funk (’78) was included in 
the 2016 edition of The Best Lawyers in 
America for banking and real estate 
law. He is a partner of Conner & 
Winters, based in the firm’s Oklahoma 
City office.
Cynda C. Ottaway (’78) was named president of The 
American College of Trust and Estate Counsel and was 
listed in Oklahoma Super Lawyers 2015 for estate planning 
and probate law. She is a director of Crowe & Dunlevy in 
Oklahoma City.
R. Scott Savage (’78) returned to Moyers Martin LLP in 
Tulsa, Oklahoma, where he previously practiced for 26 years. 
His practice is focused on civil litigation with an emphasis on 
contracts, employment issues, environmental cases, oil and 
gas and real estate.
Michael S. Laird (’79) was named to Oklahoma Super 
Lawyers 2015 for real estate law. He is a director of Crowe & 
Dunlevy in Oklahoma City.
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Graydon D. Luthey Jr. (’79) was listed in Oklahoma Super 
Lawyers 2015 for business litigation. He is a shareholder of 
GableGotwals in Tulsa, Oklahoma.
Judy Hamilton Morse (’79) was named to Oklahoma Super 
Lawyers 2015 for business litigation, and was selected as a 
senior fellow of the Litigation Counsel of America. She is a 
director of Crowe & Dunlevy in Oklahoma City.
1980s
Mark D. Christiansen (’80) was selected by Energy Law 360 
as one of 14 members of its 2016 national energy advisory 
board to the legal news service provider. He is the co-leader 
of the McAfee & Taft energy and oil and gas practice group, 
and works in the firm’s Oklahoma City office. 
Leo J. Portman (’80) became a shareholder of 
GableGotwals in Oklahoma City. He practices in the areas 
of title examination, oil and gas law, corporate liquidation, 
estate planning, and corporate and securities law.
Stanley P. Spence (’80) was promoted to senior vice 
president of PenFed Credit Union in Alexandria, Virginia. 
With the organization since 1984, he most recently served as 
vice president and associate general counsel.
R. Richard Love III (’81) was listed in the 2016 edition of 
The Best Lawyers in America for commercial litigation and 
was also recognized in Oklahoma Super Lawyers 2015 for 
general litigation. He is a partner of Conner & Winters in 
Tulsa, Oklahoma.
David W. Parham (’81) joined Akerman LLP as a partner in 
Dallas. As part of the firm’s bankruptcy and reorganization 
practice group, he handles a variety of commercial litigation 
matters in bankruptcy courts as well as federal and state 
courts. He previously worked at Baker & McKenzie.
Karen S. Rieger (’81) was included in Oklahoma Super 
Lawyers 2015 for health care law and was named 
chairperson of the Oklahoma Cerebral Palsy Commission. 
She is a director of Crowe & Dunlevy in Oklahoma City.
Malcolm E. Rosser IV (’81) was named to Oklahoma Super 
Lawyers 2015 for real estate law. He is a director of Crowe & 
Dunlevy in Tulsa, Oklahoma.
Douglas A. Branch (’82) was named CEO of Biolytx 
Pharmaceuticals Corporation in Oklahoma City. He was 
formerly a partner at Phillips Murrah.
Harvey D. Ellis Jr. (’82) was named to Oklahoma Super 
Lawyers 2015 for appellate practice. He is a director of 
Crowe & Dunlevy in Oklahoma City.
Mark Davenport (’83) was elected chairman of the board 
of directors of Quail Creek Bank in Oklahoma City. He has 
served on the board since 2006.
Stephen DeGuisti (’83) was named senior vice president 
and general counsel of the BP U.S. Lower 48 onshore 
business in Houston. He previously worked at PostRock 
Energy Corp. and Crowe & Dunlevy.
Tom Newby (’83) received the North 
Star Award from the Cimarron Council 
of the Boy Scouts of America in 
recognition of his support of scouting 
and other organizations in Enid, 
Oklahoma, and the surrounding area. 
He serves as the associate district judge of Garfield County.
L. Mark Walker (’83)  was named to Oklahoma Super 
Lawyers 2015 for energy and natural resources law. He is a 
director of Crowe & Dunlevy in Oklahoma City.
Renée DeMoss (’84) was included in Oklahoma Super 
Lawyers 2015 for business litigation. She is a shareholder of 
GableGotwals in Tulsa, Oklahoma.
Michael Keester (’84) was elected to the Hall Estill executive 
committee. He practices in the firm’s Tulsa, Oklahoma, 
office, focusing on litigation, with an emphasis on complex 
business litigation.
Gary Pierson (’84) received the Regents’ Alumni Award 
from the OU Board of Regents and the OU Alumni 
Association. He serves as president and CEO of The 
Oklahoma Publishing Co., and is chairman of the Board of 
Visitors for the OU College of Law.
R. Kevin Redwine (’84) was included in the 2016 edition of 
The Best Lawyers in America for corporate law, mergers and 
acquisitions and oil and gas law. He is a partner of Conner & 
Winters in Tulsa, Oklahoma.
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Teresa Meinders Burkett (‘85) was 
listed in the 2016 edition of The Best 
Lawyers in America and was named 
Tulsa “Lawyer of the Year” in health 
care law.  She also was listed in 
Oklahoma Super Lawyers 2015 in the 
area of health care law and was named one of the Top 25 
Women Lawyers in Oklahoma. She is a partner in Conner & 
Winters LLP in Tulsa, Oklahoma.
Joel W. Harmon (’85) was elected as a member of 
the executive committee of Crowe & Dunlevy. Based in 
Oklahoma City, he serves in the banking and financial, 
institutions and bankruptcy and creditor’s rights 
practice groups.
J. Dean Hinderliter (’85) joined Thompson & Knight LLP as 
a partner in the tax practice group of the firm’s Dallas office. 
He previously was a partner at Locke Lord LLP in Dallas.
Donald K. Shandy (’85) was named to Oklahoma Super 
Lawyers 2015 for environmental law. He is a director of 
Crowe & Dunlevy in Oklahoma City.
Kimberly J. Korando (’86) was listed in North Carolina 
Super Lawyers 2016. She is a partner of Smith Anderson 
in Raleigh, North Carolina, where her practice focuses on 
employment law.
Dennis C. Cameron (’87) was included in Oklahoma Super 
Lawyers 2015 for energy and resources. He is of counsel with 
GableGotwals in Tulsa, Oklahoma.
Jeffrey A. Curran (’87) was listed in Oklahoma Super 
Lawyers 2015 for personal injury products (defense). He is a 
shareholder of GableGotwals in the Oklahoma City office.
Victor E. Morgan (’87) was named to Oklahoma Super 
Lawyers 2015 for business litigation. He is a director of 
Crowe & Dunlevy in Tulsa, Oklahoma.
Tom Q. Ferguson (’87) was named 
managing partner of Doerner, 
Saunders, Daniel & Anderson in Tulsa, 
Oklahoma. He represents clients in 
complex commercial litigation in the 
areas of energy/natural resources, 
electric and gas utilities, health care, insurance and 
intellectual property.
Steven L. Rahhal (’87) was named a “Client Service All-
Star” by corporate counsel in the BTI Consulting Group Inc.’s 
new report, the BTI Client Service All-Stars 2016. He is a 
shareholder in the Dallas office of Littler, where he specializes 
in employment and management-side labor law.
Rob F. Robertson (’87) was named to Oklahoma Super 
Lawyers 2015 for business litigation. He is a shareholder of 
GableGotwals in Oklahoma City.
Timothy J. Bomhoff (’88) was elected to the board of 
directors of McAfee & Taft. Based in Oklahoma City, his 
trial practice includes energy litigation, mass torts and 
negligence claims.
Kevin Kelley (’88) was elected to the board of directors of 
the Senior Law Resource Center. He practices in Oklahoma 
City with Nash, Cohenour, Kelley & Giessmann PC, where his 
practice includes business and commercial law, bankruptcy 
law (creditor), civil litigation and property law.
Michael C. Redman (’88) was elected president of the 
board of directors for the American Civil Liberties Union of 
Oklahoma. He practices with Neuens Mitchell Bonds PLLC 
in Tulsa, Oklahoma, focusing on employment law and civil 
litigation.
John D. Russell (’88) was named to Oklahoma Super 
Lawyers 2015 for business litigation. He is a shareholder of 
GableGotwals in Tulsa, Oklahoma.
LeAnne Burnett (’89) was named to Oklahoma Super 
Lawyers 2015 for environmental litigation. She is a director 
of Crowe & Dunlevy in Oklahoma City.
Darla Jackson (’89) became the Oklahoma Bar Association 
practice management adviser within the OBA Management 
Assistance Program. She previously served in leadership 
positions in the law libraries at the University of South 
Dakota and Oklahoma City University and was a judge 
advocate in the U.S. Air Force.
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1990s
Ken M. Darby (’90) was appointed 
district attorney for Oklahoma District 3, 
which includes Greer, Harmon, 
Jackson, Kiowa and Tillman counties. 
He has served as an assistant in the 
district for 20 years and also has been 
in private practice and served as a part-time municipal court 
judge in Altus, Oklahoma.
Trent A. Gudgel (’90) was named in-house general 
counsel for Flintco LLC. He previously was an attorney and 
shareholder with Hall, Estill, Hardwick, Gable, Golden & 
Nelson in Tulsa, Oklahoma.
Michael F. Lauderdale (’90) was elected managing director 
of McAfee & Taft, where he is a shareholder in the Oklahoma 
City office. His practice is focused on the representation of 
employers and management in all aspects of employment 
law and civil litigation. He also mediates Fair Labor Standards 
Act class actions.
Craig Lilly (’90) joined Baker & McKenzie as a partner in 
Palo Alto, California, where his practice focuses on mergers 
and acquisitions, private equity and corporate finance. He 
previously practiced with Greenberg Traurig LLP.
Timila S. Rother (’90) was named to 
Oklahoma Super Lawyers 2015 for 
business litigation. She also was named 
president and CEO of Crowe & 
Dunlevy. She is a director in the firm’s 
Oklahoma City office.
Bradley C. West (’90) was elected vice president of the 
Oklahoma chapter of American Board of Trial Advocates. He 
is a partner in The West Law Firm in Shawnee, Oklahoma, 
where he specializes in plaintiff’s trial work.
Benton T. Wheatley (’91) co-authored “Assignment Issues 
in Construction Contracts,” published in the spring 2016 
issue of The Construction Lawyer. He  also was selected 
to join the editorial board for Construction Law Journal. 
He is a shareholder of Munsch Hardt Kopf & Harr PC in 
Austin, Texas.
Kevyn Gray Mattax (’92) opened Mattax Law Firm and 
Mediation in Oklahoma City. Her practice has focused 
primarily on family law since 1992 and mediation since 1994.
Scott Palk (’92) was nominated to serve on the U.S. District 
Court for the Western District of Oklahoma. Since 2011, he 
has served as OU Law’s assistant dean for students.
Julie S. Rivers (’92) was elected to the board of directors for 
the School for Advanced Research in Santa Fe, New Mexico. 
She practices in Santa Fe with the firm of Gerber and 
Bateman, specializing in estate planning, mediation, litigation 
and collaborative services.
L. Michelle Stephens (’92) was appointed to the board of 
directors of the Tobacco Settlement Endowment Trust Fund. 
She practices in Weatherford, Oklahoma, and previously 
served as an assistant attorney general.
D. Michael McBride III (’93) was elected as second 
executive vice president for the International Masters of 
Gaming Law. He also was named to Oklahoma Super 
Lawyers 2015 for Native American law. He is a director of 
Crowe & Dunlevy in Tulsa, Oklahoma.
George Zachos (’93) was appointed executive director of 
the Massachusetts Board of Registration in Medicine. He 
previously served as the chief of the Medicaid fraud division 
of the Massachusetts Attorney General’s Office.
F. William Cullins (’94) was reappointed chief judge of the 
14th Judicial District of Kansas, where he presides over cases 
in Chautauqua and Montgomery counties. He has served as 
a district judge in the district since 2006.
Phillip A. Schovanec (’94) joined GableGotwals as a 
shareholder in the Oklahoma City office. His practice 
will focus on civil litigation and transactional law with an 
emphasis in energy and oil and gas law.
C. Robert Stell (’94) became of 
counsel with McAfee & Taft in the 
firm’s Oklahoma City office, where he 
is a member of the firm’s energy and 
oil and gas group. He previously served 
as vice president and associate general 
counsel for an oil and gas exploration and production 
company, and worked as a trial lawyer in private practice.
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Christopher Kelly (’95) founded Emergency Physician 
Partnerships in Nashville, Tennessee, to assist private 
emergency medicine practices nationwide to remain 
independent. He previously served as general counsel 
for several health care companies, most recently, U.S. 
Anesthesia Partners.
Jeremy Tubb (’95) was appointed honorary consul for the 
Federal Republic of Germany. In the voluntary position, he 
assists Germans and Americans with completing and filing 
legal paperwork, primarily for citizenship issues. He practices 
with Fuller, Tubb, Bickford & Krahl PLLC in Oklahoma 
City, where he focuses on labor and employment law and 
civil litigation.
Jennifer H. Callahan (’96) was elected to the board of 
directors of McAfee & Taft. She practices in Oklahoma City, 
focusing on employee benefits and tax law.
Eric S. Fisher (’96) was named to Oklahoma Super Lawyers 
2015 for closely held business law. He is a director of Crowe 
& Dunlevy in Oklahoma City.
Andrew A. Ingrum (’96) was recognized for his expertise in 
real estate in the Chambers USA 2016 legal directory list of 
“Leaders in their Field.” He is the real estate practice leader 
at Thompson & Knight LLP in Dallas.
Randolph L. Marsh (’96) joined Beckmen Law PC in 
Grapevine, Texas, as of counsel for the firm’s energy and 
corporate practice groups.
Heather Munzuris (’96) became an associate at Humphreys 
Wallace Humphreys PC in Tulsa, Oklahoma. Her practice is 
focused on consumer protection law, with an emphasis on 
automobile dealer fraud.
Michael Fields (’97) became president of the Oklahoma 
District Attorneys Council and District Attorneys Association. 
He serves as the district attorney for Oklahoma District 
4, which includes Garfield, Canadian, Grant, Blaine and 
Kingfisher counties.
Stan Koop (’97) was named a shareholder with Lytle, Soulé 
& Curlee PC in Oklahoma City. His complex civil litigation 
practice includes personal injury, insurance defense, products 
liability, aircraft title and finance and construction law.
John M. Thompson (’98) was named to Oklahoma Super 
Lawyers 2015 for business litigation, and was selected as a 
senior fellow of the Litigation Counsel of America. He is a 
director of Crowe & Dunlevy in Oklahoma City.
Sanford C. Coats (’99) joined Crowe & Dunlevy as a director 
in the Oklahoma City office. Having previously served as U.S. 
Attorney for the Western District of Oklahoma, he is co-chair 
of the firm’s criminal defense, compliance and investigations   
practice group.
Blaine M. Peterson (’99) was appointed executive director 
of the Oklahoma Society of Certified Public Accountants. 
He previously practiced with Christensen Law Group in 
Oklahoma City.
William C. Searcy (’99) was named a shareholder of Barber 
& Bartz in Tulsa, Oklahoma. His areas of practice are labor 
and employment law and human resources management.
Amy M. Stipe (’99) was named vice president of finance at 
GableGotwals. She is a shareholder in the firm’s Oklahoma 
City office with a civil litigation practice, which includes oil 
and gas and labor and employment matters.
2000s
Adam W. Childers (’00) was named to Oklahoma Super 
Lawyers 2015 for employment litigation (defense). He is a 
director of Crowe & Dunlevy in Oklahoma City.
Desi I. Martinez (’00) was included in Top Texas Verdicts 
& Settlements of 2015, a special publication of the weekly 
newspaper Texas Lawyer. Both he and his San Antonio 
personal injury law firm, Martinez & Associates PLLC, were 
previously recognized in 2012 and 2013.
Kimberly Biedler Schutz (’00) joined Schaffer Herring PLLC 
in Tulsa, Oklahoma. Her practice focuses on estate planning 
and administration and general litigation matters.
David M. Sullivan (’00) was named to Oklahoma Super 
Lawyers 2015 for intellectual property. He is a director of 
Crowe & Dunlevy in Oklahoma City.
Christopher B. Woods (’00) was named to Oklahoma 
Super Lawyers 2015 for business litigation. He is a director of 
Crowe & Dunlevy in Tulsa, Oklahoma.
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Todd Woolery (’00) was elected 
shareholder of McAfee & Taft in 
Oklahoma City. His litigation practice is 
concentrated on litigation and 
transactional matters affecting the oil 
and gas, manufacturing and renewable 
energy industries.
Dawn M. Rahme (’01) was elected to the executive 
committee of Phillips Murrah in Oklahoma City. She is a 
director of the firm with a transactional practice focusing on 
assisting corporations, partnerships and individuals in general 
tax planning.
Leah Rudnicki (’01) joined Hall Estill as a shareholder in the 
firm’s Oklahoma City office, where her practice will include 
oil and gas law and litigation. She previously was a partner at 
Reed Smith in Houston.
Raymond “Ray” S. Rudnicki (’01) joined Hall Estill as a 
shareholder in Oklahoma City. He comes to the firm after 
nine years as a shareholder at Cotton Bledsoe Tighe & 
Dawson PC in Midland, Texas, where his work included 
representing clients in oil and gas acquisitions and 
divestitures, transactions and general corporate matters.
Heather Hillburn Burrage (’02) was honored as one of The 
Journal Record’s “Achievers Under 40.” She practices with 
the Burrage Law Firm in Durant, Oklahoma.
Rebecca Wood Hunter (’02) joined Fellers Snider in Tulsa, 
Oklahoma. Her practice focuses on estate planning. She 
previously worked for Eller & Detrich in Tulsa.
Patrick L. Hullum (’03) was named shareholder in Phillips 
Murrah in Oklahoma City. He specializes in complex litigation.
Travis H. White (’03) joined Collins, Zorn & Wagner PC in 
Oklahoma City, where his practice is focused on civil rights 
defense litigation. He previously served as general counsel 
for the Oklahoma Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs.
Ashley Kemp (’04) was named executive director of the 
Oklahoma Ethics Commission. She previously served as 
the commission’s deputy director, general counsel to the 
Oklahoma House of Representatives, deputy general counsel 
to the Oklahoma Health Care Authority and assistant general 
counsel to the Oklahoma Tax Commission.
Daniel A. Nickel (’04) has joined GableGotwals as an of 
counsel attorney in the Oklahoma City office. His practice 
is focused on oil and gas law and commercial law. He 
previously served as in-house counsel to the operations 
division of an Oklahoma City energy company.
Douglas R. Scott (’04) was named as a partner in Steidley 
& Neal PLLC in Tulsa, Oklahoma. He focuses his practice on 
insurance defense litigation.
Jeremy M. Black (’05) was elected 
shareholder of McAfee & Taft in 
Oklahoma City. His practice includes 
federal and local tax planning for 
businesses as well as individuals, tax 
structuring of complex business 
transactions and general business advisory services.
Jeremiah M. Mayfield (’05) was included in “Texas Rising 
Stars” 2016 in Texas Monthly for business/corporate law. He 
is a partner in Thompson & Knight LLP, where he works in 
the Dallas office focusing on corporate and security matters.
Emily Pittman Smith (’05) opened her law office, Emily P. 
Smith PLLC, in Oklahoma City. Her practice is concentrated 
on oil and gas law, specifically Oklahoma Corporation 
Commission matters. She previously worked in-house for an 
oil and gas company.
Brandon Baker (’06) was added as a partner to the 
Edmond, Oklahoma, firm of McAlister, McAlister, Baker & 
Nicklas PLLC. His practice focuses on business formation and 
transactional work in the areas of business, real estate and 
oil and gas.
Ryan Brannan (’06) was reappointed as commissioner 
of the Division of Workers’ Compensation for the Texas 
Department of Insurance. He was first appointed to the 
position in 2014.
Brad K. Cunningham (’06) became a partner of Conner & 
Winters in Tulsa, Oklahoma. His practice is focused on family 
law and domestic relations matters.
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Ryan J. Duffy (’06) was elected as a shareholder in Andrews 
Davis in Oklahoma City. His practice includes estate planning 
and administration, transactional law, and commercial 
litigation with a specific concentration on tax controversies 
and business development.
E. Talitha Ebrite (’06) was named a “Rising Star” in energy 
and resources in Oklahoma Super Lawyers 2015. She is of 
counsel with GableGotwals in Oklahoma City.
Ryan J. Fulda (’06) joined Schaffer Herring PLLC in Tulsa, 
Oklahoma. His practice focuses on representing clients in 
business and insurance disputes, as well as personal injury 
and property damage claims.
Drew T. Palmer (’06)  was named a “Rising Star” in 
intellectual property litigation in Oklahoma Super Lawyers 
2015. He is a director of Crowe & Dunlevy in Oklahoma City.
Tom R. Russell (’06) became senior 
attorney with the law firm of Evans & 
Davis in Edmond, Oklahoma, where he 
will lead the firm’s corporate and 
transactional divisions. He previously 
served as general counsel for two 
energy companies and was in private practice.
Ellen A. Adams (’07) was named a “Rising Star” in civil 
litigation (defense) in Oklahoma Super Lawyers 2015. She is a 
shareholder in GableGotwals in Oklahoma City.
Ruth J. Addison (’07) was named one 
of the “Top 20 Oklahoma Women 
Who Rock” by ExcellStyle magazine 
and a “Rising Star” in criminal defense 
law (white collar) by Oklahoma Super 
Lawyers 2015. The Tulsa, Oklahoma, 
associate of Crowe & Dunlevy also was a recipient of the 
30/30 NextGen Award from iON Oklahoma Online.
Adam A. Allgood (’07) was listed in “Texas Rising Stars” 
2016 for intellectual property litigation in Texas Monthly. He 
is an associate of Morgan, Lewis & Bockius LLP in Houston, 
where his practice focuses on complex commercial and 
intellectual property litigation.
Joshua L. Edwards (’07) was named practice group leader of 
the transactional practice group of Phillips Murrah in Oklahoma 
City. He is a director of the firm and represents clients in a 
broad range of commercial transactions, with an emphasis in 
the insurance, health care and life sciences industries.
Matthew B. Hickey (’07) was named a “Rising Star” in tax 
law in Oklahoma Super Lawyers 2015. He is a director of 
Crowe & Dunlevy in Oklahoma City.
Thomas J. Hutchison (’07) was named a “Rising Star” in 
business/corporate law in Oklahoma Super Lawyers 2015. He 
is a shareholder of GableGotwals in Tulsa, Oklahoma.
Alumni reception 
February 1 | Seven47 
Dean’s Leadership Fellows Alumni Reception
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Michael A. Schade (’07) returned to Dunlap Codding as 
senior counsel and biotechnology practice group leader. His 
practice includes intellectual property law including patent, 
trademark, copyright, technology and e-commerce.
Andre’ B. Caldwell (’08) was named a “Rising Star” in 
criminal defense law (white collar) in Oklahoma Super 
Lawyers 2015. He is a director of Crowe & Dunlevy in 
Oklahoma City.
Christopher Carter (’08) was elected 
as a shareholder of Hall Estill in Tulsa, 
Oklahoma. He is a member of the 
firm’s real estate and corporate 
transactions group.
Bobby Dolatabadi (’08) was named a shareholder of 
Phillips Murrah in Oklahoma City. He represents clients in 
real estate transactions, including acquisitions, divestitures, 
leasing, development and land-use.
Laura J. Long (’08) was elected 
shareholder of McAfee & Taft in 
Oklahoma City. Her practice focuses on 
energy litigation and complex business 
and commercial litigation.
T.J. Mantooth (’08) was elected as 
shareholder of Hall Estill. He works in the 
firm’s Oklahoma City office, where he 
has an intellectual property practice 
focusing primarily on patent prosecution.
Kristin M. Simpsen (’08) was elected 
shareholder of McAfee & Taft. She is 
based in Oklahoma City, where her 
practice primarily focuses on general 
civil and business litigation and labor 
and employment law.
Evan G.E. Vincent (’08) was named a “Rising Star” in 
general litigation in Oklahoma Super Lawyers 2015. He is a 
director of Crowe & Dunlevy in Oklahoma City.
Jared W. Buchan (’09) was promoted to assistant 
vice president of Trust Company of Oklahoma in Tulsa, 
Oklahoma. He previously served as an investment officer for 
the company.
Mary Kathleen Davidson (’09) became a member of the 
State Bar of Texas Pro Bono College, an honorary society 
recognizing attorneys who perform 75 or more hours of pro 
bono legal services. She practices with the McCleskey Law 
Firm in Lubbock, Texas, focusing on family law matters.
John Paul K. Napier (’09) joined 
Crowe & Dunlevy as an associate in 
Oklahoma City. He is a member of the 
bankruptcy and creditor’s rights and 
banking and financial institutions 
practice groups.
2010s
Michael L. Brooks (’10) became a partner in The Brooks 
Law Firm LLC, formerly Gary L. Brooks & Associates, 
in Oklahoma City. His practice is focused on appellate 
advocacy, constitutional matters and personal injury cases. 
He previously worked at Hartzog Conger Cason & Neville 
and for the U.S. Court of Appeals for the 10th Circuit.
Katherine R. Morelli (’10) joined the University of Tulsa 
College of Law as associate director of professional 
development. She previously practiced at Rhodes 
Hieronymus Jones Tucker & Gable and Bonham & Howard in 
Tulsa, Oklahoma.
Christopher M. Staine (’10) was named a “Rising Star” in 
bankruptcy (business) in Oklahoma Super Lawyers 2015. He 
is an associate of Crowe & Dunlevy in Oklahoma City.
Brett Behenna (’11) joined Blau Law Firm in Oklahoma 
City, where his practice includes criminal defense trial 
and appellate work, civil rights litigation and professional 
licensing board matters. He previously served as an assistant 
district attorney in Oklahoma County.
Carissa King (’11) became an associate with Graft & 
Walraven PLLC in Clinton, Oklahoma. She practices in the 
areas of real estate, estate planning and probate.
John “Jake” Krattiger (’11) was named a “Rising Star” in 
business litigation in Oklahoma Super Lawyers 2015. He is an 
associate of GableGotwals in Oklahoma City.
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Christa Evans Rogers (’11) is the director of institutional 
and strategic giving at Folds of Honor. The nonprofit 
organization, based in Owasso, Oklahoma, provides 
scholarships to the dependent family members of fallen and 
disabled service men and women.
Paula M. Williams (’11) was listed as a “Rising Star” in 
business litigation in Oklahoma Super Lawyers 2015. She is 
an associate of GableGotwals in Oklahoma City.
David R. Gleason (’12) became a shareholder and officer of 
Moricoli Kellogg & Gleason PC in Oklahoma City. His areas of 
practice include oil and gas, title examination, environmental, 
and state and federal regulation as it applies to oil and gas 
exploration and production.
Barbara Moschovidis (’12) was named a “Rising Star” in 
civil litigation (defense) in Oklahoma Super Lawyers 2015. 
She is an associate at GableGotwals in Tulsa, Oklahoma.
Amanda Pennington (’12) became an 
associate at Weil, Gotshal & Manges 
LLP in Dallas, where she will work in 
the firm’s litigation department. She 
previously worked in another large 
international law firm in Dallas and the 
OU Office of Legal Counsel.
Benjamin K. Davis (’13) joined Crowe 
& Dunlevy as an associate in Oklahoma 
City. He is a member of the real estate, 
banking and financial institutions and 
corporate and securities practice groups.
Paige Hoster Good (’13) became an associate at McAfee 
& Taft in Oklahoma City. She is a member of the firm’s labor 
and employment group with a practice including all phases 
of labor and employment law and a broad range of other 
workplace issues.
Courtney D. Hilliard (’13) was appointed to the City of San 
Antonio Ethics Review Board. He practices in San Antonio 
with The Law Offices of Hilliardlegal PLLC.
Michelle Nabors (’13) became assistant general counsel 
for the Oklahoma State University Foundation. She 
previously practiced with Harrison & Mecklenburg Inc. in 
Stillwater, Oklahoma.
Dylan Erwin (’14) joined Andrews Davis in Oklahoma City, 
where he practices in the criminal law division as well as 
the civil litigation, trial and appellate division. He previously 
served as an assistant district attorney in Comanche and 
Cotton counties.
John R. Arrowood (’15) became an associate at Moricoli 
Kellogg & Gleason PC in Oklahoma City. His areas of practice 
include oil, gas and energy law, environmental law and 
business and real estate transactions.
Grant A. Carpenter (’15) joined Sherwood, McCormick & 
Roberts in Tulsa, Oklahoma. His practice includes business 
litigation, nonprofit law, personal injury and elder law.
Kelsey N. Frobisher (’15) joined Foulston Siefkin LLP in 
Wichita, Kansas. Her practice focuses on insurance defense 
litigation and commercial and complex litigation.
Luke J. Hann (’15) became an associate at Helms & 
Underwood in Oklahoma City. His practice is focused on 
employment law and civil litigation.
Derek H. Haysom (’15) joined Shell Oil Company as legal 
counsel in Houston, where he previously clerked during the 
summer before his 3L year. He currently works in the ethics 
and compliance office, focusing on antitrust, import/export 
controls, and anti-bribery and corruption issues.
Three OU Law alumni 
currently are serving 
in the U.S. Army JAG 
Corps at Fort Hood, 
Texas. Pictured are 
Capts. January Turner 
(’12), Corey Tisdale 
(’08) and Callie 
Hall (’10).
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Chantel James (’15) joined Lytle, Soulé & Curlee PC as 
an associate in Oklahoma City. Her civil litigation practice 
includes insurance defense, civil rights and constitutional law, 
bankruptcy and creditor law and construction law.
J. Blake Johnson (’15) became an 
associate of Crowe & Dunlevy in 
Oklahoma City. He is a member of the 
firm’s litigation and trial, Indian law 
and gaming and product liability 
practice groups.
Harry “Skeeter” Jordan (’15) joined 
Crowe & Dunlevy as an associate in the 
Oklahoma City office. He is a member 
of the firm’s intellectual property and 
litigation and trial practice groups.
Melissa McDuffey (’15) became an 
associate at Crowe & Dunlevy in 
Oklahoma City. She is a member of the 
firm’s labor and employment and 
litigation and trial practice groups.
Drew D. McNeil (’15) became an associate of Atkinson, 
Haskins, Nellis, Brittingham, Gladd & Fiasco in Tulsa, 
Oklahoma. He practices in the areas of appellate advocacy 
and civil litigation, with an emphasis in research and writing.
Alexandra Shipley (’15) joined Crowe 
& Dunlevy as an associate in Tulsa, 
Oklahoma. She is a member of the 
firm’s energy, environment and natural 
resources and litigation and trial 
practice groups.
Erin Smith (’15) became an associate at Lytle, Soulé & Curlee 
PC in Oklahoma City. Her litigation practice includes product 
liability, insurance defense, architectural and engineering 
litigation and commercial law.
Ge’Andra Johnson (’16) was selected for the Gallogly 
Family Foundation Public Interest Fellowship Program. 
She will work with Metropolitan Fair Housing Council of 
Oklahoma, Inc. monitoring fair housing complaint intakes 
and screenings, investigating complaints to the U.S. 
Department of Housing and Urban Development and serving 
as a fair housing advocate for petitioners.
We Remember
Charles C. "Chuck" Baker ('57) 
Jay C. Baker ('59) 
Wilfred L. Barber (’59)
Joel W. Barr (’72)
Frank L. Bollinger (’66)
Larry C. Brawner (’73)
Elvin J. Brown (’50)
Glen M. Burdick (’66)
Gary M. Chubbuck ('75) 
Don. W. Cihak (’59)
Michael J. Edwards (’82)
Elliott Fenton (’37)
Hugh F. Fitzsimons ('57) 
Bill Larson (’48)
Tom A. Lucas (’64)
Heriberto “Ed” Martinez (’91)
Mike McDanel (’73)                        
Timothy L. Mize ('80) 
Edward Harold Moler (’48)
Carl Edmond Moslander (’51)
George Lindsay Peters (’53)
Paul H. Petersen (’72)
Frederick Oliver Plater (’81)
G. William Rice (’78)
G. David Ross (’79)
Bobbie Thomas Shell (’82)
Gomer G. Smith Jr. (’42)
Herbert N. Standeven (’59)
Thomas Joseph Wilcox (’83)
Corie O’Rourke (’16) was selected for the Gallogly Family 
Foundation Public Interest Fellowship Program. She will work 
in Washington, D.C,. with Ayuda to provide legal support 
for immigrants in various situations, including family-based 
immigration applications, humanitarian applications and 
naturalization petitions.
Mary Beth Williams (’16) was selected for the Gallogly 
Family Foundation Public Interest Fellowship Program. She 
will work with Oklahoma Indian Legal Services serving 
low-income Native American citizens of Oklahoma in status-
related civil legal issues such as the Indian Child Welfare Act, 
trust and restricted land ownership, Indian wills and probates 
and sovereignty.
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Staff changes
 } New faces and titles
 Rebecca Hamrin joined the OU Law staff in January as associate director of career development, 
providing career counseling and oversight of pro bono and public interest initiatives. She previously 
practiced commercial real estate law for seven years with a Milwaukee law firm, where she also was 
a member of the recruiting committee. In addition, she provided many hours of pro bono legal work 
while serving on the boards of two Milwaukee-area nonprofits.
 } OU Law jumps in U.S. News & World Report ranking
The University of Oklahoma College of Law jumped seven spots 
in the latest U.S. News & World Report 2017 Ranking of Best 
Law Schools to #60. The ranking once again reflects the OU 
College of Law as Oklahoma’s top law school.
“Our College of Law continues to be recognized as one of 
the top law schools in the country,” said OU President David 
L. Boren. “I predict that its ranking will continue to rise in the 
future. Our faculty, under the leadership of Dean Harroz, has 
never been stronger, and even as law school applications decline 
nationally, we have maintained very high standards for the 
student body.”
In combination with OU Law’s status as a Top 20 Best Value 
Law School, and as the No. 14 Moot Court Program in the 
country, the latest ranking from U.S. News and World Report 
demonstrates the OU College of Law is one of the nation’s 
leading public law schools.
“At OU Law, we are committed to our students and providing 
them with a first-class legal education,” said OU Law Dean 
Joe Harroz. “We have taken great strides to lead and adapt in 
a time of historic change for law schools, and this recognition 
is just one more example of the good work our faculty and 
students are doing. While this latest ranking recognizes the 
exciting things happening at OU Law, we are careful to not 
place too much focus on any one accolade. Nevertheless, we are 
encouraged and honored OU Law continues to garner national 
attention year after year.”
One of the many criteria considered by U.S. News & World 
Report is a school’s bar passage rate. OU Law graduates 
achieved a 90 percent first-time pass rate on the July 2015 
Oklahoma Bar Exam, far surpassing the statewide average of 
74 percent.
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 } Jordan discusses service as ambassador to Saudi Arabia
Robert Jordan tells students about some of his experiences as the  
U.S. ambassador to Saudi Arabia.
During spring break, Professor Michael Scaperlanda and five 
OU Law students – John Clifton, Kathryn Caudill, Sara Hansard, 
Ryan Hunnicutt and Katie Magee – traveled to Uganda as part 
of the course called Comparative Common Law Jurisprudence: 
Uganda. Together, they worked with various local groups in land 
dispute resolutions.
As residents of northern Uganda returned to their homes after 
more than 20 years in refugee camps during war, land disputes 
arose over what property belonged to which groups. OU Law 
students had the opportunity to work alongside the residents to 
produce solutions.
The OU students also worked with Gulu University law students 
to create the documents necessary to provide a safe alternative 
for Ugandan mothers who typically bring their children to prison 
with them. The alternative involved partnering with the Saint 
Monica Girls’ Tailoring Centre in Gulu, which is run by Sister 
Rosemary Nyirumbe. Through their work, the students were 
able to secure space at Saint Monica for the children.
Second-year student Katie Magee said she and the other 
students were grateful for the opportunity to make a difference 
and felt fortunate to be able to share their experiences with 
other OU Law students.
Taking a break from their work in Uganda are John Clifton, Katie Magee,  
Professor Michael Scaperlanda, Sara Hansard, Kathryn Caudill and Ryan Hunnicutt.
 } Students travel to Uganda for spring break
Robert Jordan (’74), former ambassador to Saudi Arabia, visited 
OU Law on February 16 and spoke to more than 80 students 
about his diplomatic service abroad, as commemorated in his 
new book Desert Diplomat: Inside Saudi Arabia Following 9/11. 
Jordan discussed his work on trade, terrorism and human rights 
issues while serving in Saudi Arabia and answered a variety of 
student questions. 
After his talk, Jordan met with students to answer additional 
questions about his career and sign their copies of Desert 
Diplomat. While a student at OU Law, Jordan was the editor-in-
chief of the Oklahoma Law Review and a member of the Jessup 
International Law Moot Court Team. 
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 } Alumnus shares film industry experiences  } New MLS program starts in fall
This year, OU Law launched a Master of Legal Studies in oil, 
gas and energy law. The program, which is designed for 
non-lawyers, will enroll its first students in Fall 2016.
“Oil and gas, natural resources and energy law is one of the 
strategic academic areas in which our college is a national 
and international leader,” said Dean Joe Harroz. “There is 
a large demand for advanced degrees in this area, and OU 
Law is perfectly positioned to meet that need. This program, 
when added to our Juris Doctor, J.D. certificate and Master 
of Laws programs will further expand our leadership in 
energy law and extend our expertise to a new group of 
students. They will be equipped with the legal knowledge 
necessary to impact the field of energy in positive ways.”
The MLS program is a 32-credit-hour graduate degree that 
can be completed in 15 months. Of the 32 credit hours, 28 
will be offered completely online. The final four credits are 
earned during a one-week intensive session hosted at the 
OU College of Law, providing ample opportunity to meet 
and network with other students in the program before 
graduation. The combination of online and on-campus 
learning provides students the flexibility to attain an OU Law 
degree from anywhere in the world.
The degree program offers a competitive advantage to 
anyone who assembles land interests for the energy industry, 
negotiates oil and gas contracts, deals with mineral rights or 
works closely with oil and gas or energy attorneys.
OU Law is an international leader in oil and gas, natural 
resources and energy law. In addition to the new MLS, the 
school offers a Master of Laws degree in energy and natural 
resources through its John B. Turner LL.M. Program, along 
with J.D. certificates in both areas as well. OU Law hosts the 
annual Eugene Kuntz Conference on Natural Resources Law 
and Policy, the largest conference of its kind in the country, 
and is home to the Oil and Gas, Natural Resources, and 
Energy Journal (ONE J), the first journal of its kind.
Greg Julian (’85) speaks with a group of students during a March 1 
lunchtime visit to OU Law. Julian is vice president of the legal division of 
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios Inc., where he leads a transactional team 
handling licensing rights in films and television series.
 } Public Interest Career Fair helps match 
students with employers
Second-year students Zoe Butts and Kate Brandon visit with Susan Brandon, 
representing the U.S. Attorney's Office for the Eastern District of Oklahoma, 
at the March 1 Public Interest Career Fair. Students had the opportunity to 
visit with 20 employers about available jobs for summer, fall and full-time 
employment.
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 } Moot Court Competition caps off 1L year
Hanna Roberts and Jenny Puckett, representing the fictional State of Garner, 
and Kane Cassil and Bryan Lynch, for the petitioner, Joel Durham, argued in 
the final round of the 2016 1L Moot Court Competition on April 8 in the Dick 
Bell Courtroom. Roberts and Puckett won the competition.
1L students Jenny Gandhi, Brody Hinds, Lauren Cox and KatieBeth Gardner 
visit with attorney Mike Joseph (’75), whose firm sponsored Professionalism 
Night February 9 at the Park House in Oklahoma City.
McAfee & Taft attorneys Kaitlyn Schrick (’15), Mike Lauderdale (’90), Jenny 
Odom (’15) and Allison McGrew pose for a photo during the networking 
reception preceding dinner and the program. Speakers included firm 
attorneys and Andrew Urich, associate professor of management at 
Oklahoma State University. 
 } Event stresses importance of 
professionalism
 } Career Development Night opens  
spring semester for 1Ls
First-year students Evan Gatewood (far left) and Maddie Coffey (far right) flank 
Glen Maynard (’87) and Stan Geurin, from the Devon legal department, at the 
reception capping off 1L Career Development Night, co-sponsored by Devon 
Energy Corporation and Crowe & Dunlevy on January 21.
1L Tiffany Guillot (third from left) is pictured with Crowe & Dunlevy attorneys 
Chuck Knutter (’14), Melissa McDuffey (‘15) and Christopher Staine (’10). Following 
two sessions discussing different types of legal practice, students were able to 
network with attorneys from Crowe & Dunlevy and Devon Energy Corporation.
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In a record year, OU Law’s Black Law Students Association won 
both the regional and the national Chapter of the Year Award 
for 2015-16 among small chapters presented by the National 
Black Law Students Association. This year marks the group’s 
fourth consecutive win for Regional Small Chapter of the Year.
“The regional and national recognition earned by our BLSA 
students makes OU Law extremely proud,” said Dean Joe 
Harroz. “Our students have devoted extensive time outside 
the classroom to build an engaged and active chapter focused 
on supporting our minority groups and increasing diversity at 
the school. We’re proud of their efforts and grateful they have 
received such a well-deserved honor.”
To be eligible for the award, a chapter must demonstrate social-
political awareness and a commitment to community service, 
education and career development. Examples of this year’s 
activities include leadership in OU Law’s diversity programs, 
service in Oklahoma City’s Make a Will Program and providing 
legal assistance to veterans. OU Law’s BLSA chapter is named 
in honor of Ada Lois Sipuel Fisher, the first African-American 
admitted to the OU College of Law.
In addition to the recent awards, this chapter has a strong 
history of success, including 10 consecutive years of placing 
in the Regional Moot Court Competition and a number of 
qualifications for the national competition.
 } OILS hosts inaugural International Law Week
 } BLSA captures Chapter of the Year titles
Kim Ikegbunam ('15) helps a client prepare a will at Oklahoma City’s Make a 
Will Program.
The Oklahoma International Law Society hosted its first 
International Law Week. Throughout the week, OILS hosted 
various events to promote awareness of international law issues 
at the College of Law. The week kicked off with a lunch buffet 
featuring international cuisine provided by OILS members.
The next event took place at the Norman, Oklahoma, law office 
of Jon Velie (’93), who specializes in immigration law. He spoke 
about the rewards and obstacles he faces daily handling a 
diverse international case load.
Later in the week, another OU Law alumnus, David Stewart 
(’04), a partner at a law firm in Moscow, Russia, spoke via Skype 
with students about his international transactional practice.
International Law Week concluded with a breakfast presentation 
from Raphael Oidtmann, a research fellow and lecturer in public 
international and human rights law at the universities of Mainz 
and Mannheim, Germany. He spoke about developments in the 
International Criminal Court and the potential for prosecution of 
ISIS for genocide and crimes against humanity.
OILS previously hosted a bowling night for the international law 
students visiting OU for the semester. Each year, OILS makes an 
effort to connect with visiting exchange students and help them 
experience a slice of American culture beyond the OU campus.
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 } Class of 2019 Admitted Students Day
April 7
 } OU Law hosts Inaugural Conference on International Inter-Tribal Trade
Participants in the Inaugural Conference on International Inter-Tribal Trade hosted by OU Law on April 22 pose for a photo in the Dick Bell Courtroom.
Professor Stephen Henderson speaks about what to expect as a law student.
Students take a break for lunch.
Assistant Dean Scott Palk welcomes the new 
admittees to OU Law.
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 } OLR, AILR, ONE J hold end-of-year banquet
Dean Joe Harroz visits with students attending the end-of-the-year celebratory banquet of the Oklahoma Law 
Review, American Indian Law Review and Oil and Gas, Natural Resources, and Energy Journal.
Lindsay Kistler, OLR editor-in-chief; Mallory Irwinsky, AILR editor-in-chief; 
Michael Waters, editorial adviser for scholarly publications; Daniel Franklin, ONE J 
editor-in-chief 
Maggie Dowdy proudly displays her award certificate as she takes a selfie with 
her brother, Jake Krattiger ('11).
AILR Editor-in-Chief Mallory Irwinsky presents the 
Masterson Award to Aspen Malone.
April 11
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 } Congressman Tom Cole visits OU Law
Congressman Tom Cole (center) is pictured with Dean Joe Harroz and Professor 
Joshua Sellers during his April 7 visit to the College of Law. Cole first spoke to 
students at a Dean’s Leadership Fellow Breakfast, and later, to Sellers’ Legislation 
and Regulation class.
 } Spring has sprung
Taking advantage of a beautiful spring day, Dean Joe Harroz teaches his 
Employment Law Seminar on the north patio.
 } 1LS Program welcomes Class of 2019
The 2016 First-year Law Summer Start Program kicked off June 20 for 48 members of the Class of 2019 pictured here. Along with an additional 30 of their classmates 
who started May 23, the group got an early start on their law school career.
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 } Moot Court Program ranked in top 15 for third consecutive year
The team of Daniel Franklin and Jordan Volino placed first in the Energy Law 
Negotiation Competition held in Houston in March. Franklin, Coach Erin Means 
(center) and Volino display the trophy the team won.
Two student teams traveled to Michigan State University to compete in the 
National Native American Law Student Association Moot Court Competition in 
March. Pictured are Jessica Fredrickson and Tori Proctor, who finished in second 
place, and Blake Jackson and Austin Vance, who advanced to the final four.
For the third consecutive year, the Blakely Advocacy Institute 
ranked the University of Oklahoma College of Law’s competition 
program as one of the top 15 in the nation.
“Four years ago, our remarkably talented students broke into 
the top 20 schools in the nation for moot court programs,” said 
OU Law Dean Joe Harroz Jr. “Their initiative, combined with 
our dedicated faculty and alumni coaches, has resulted in four 
consecutive years of recognition as a top 20 school, with the 
last three of those in the top 15. They have worked tirelessly 
outside of the classroom to develop real-world lawyering skills 
that will serve them well beyond their time as students. We are 
immensely proud of their efforts.”
OU Law’s ranking qualifies the school for the prestigious Kurth 
Tournament of Champions, which is reserved for the top 16 
schools in the country to compete for the Moot Court National 
Championship. The tournament is slated for January 2017 in 
Houston. This year, 75 OU Law students participated in 30 
teams traveling across the country to more than 20 competitions.
“I am always proud, but never surprised, at how prepared our 
students are to research, write and talk about the law,” said 
Connie Smothermon, director of competitions. “And I am very 
proud to tell you that the professionalism of our students is 
second to none.”
Stan West and Desiree Singer advanced to the semi-final round at the Frederick 
Douglass Moot Court Competition at the Rocky Mountain Regional Convention 
of the National Black Law Students Association in Denver in January.
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 } Reggie Whitten ('80) addresses 2016 graduates at convocation Photos by Norman Party Pics
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Professor Evelyn Aswad 
received OU’s 2016 David L. 
Boren Award for Outstanding 
Global Engagement at the 
university’s annual event, 
“A Tribute to the Faculty.” 
The award was established 
to recognize faculty who 
have exhibited outstanding 
commitment to and 
support for the university’s 
international mission.
“Professor Aswad is a 
remarkable example of global engagement within the OU 
community,” said Dean Joe Harroz. “Her background in 
international law is unrivaled and the countless opportunities 
she provides students because of her continued presence in 
the international law community enhances their academic 
experience in meaningful ways. Because of her important work, 
our students are exposed to global issues, and are challenged 
to participate and engage in a diverse world that they will one 
day lead. We are grateful for and proud of Professor Aswad’s 
leadership in her field.”  
Aswad is the Herman G. Kaiser Chair in International Law at the 
OU College of Law, where she teaches courses on International 
Human Rights Law, International Law Foundations, International 
Business and Human Rights and Arab Spring and Legal Reform. 
She joined the OU Law faculty in 2013 after serving for 14 
years as an attorney in the Legal Bureau at the U.S. Department 
of State, most recently as the head of the Office of Human 
Rights and Refugees. Her research focuses on the fundamental 
freedoms of expression, religion and assembly.
In her time at the OU College of Law, Aswad has developed an 
innovative international curriculum that combines international 
law and practice, current events and a focus on vulnerable 
communities abroad. She has brought numerous leading voices 
on international human rights law issues to speak at OU Law 
and to meet with her students in small-group settings.
As a testament to her commitment to the university’s 
international mission, Aswad consistently uses her countless 
service positions within the international community as 
learning opportunities for her students. Whether by crafting 
courses, creating programs or taking students with her to 
U.S. Department of State advisory committee meetings, 
Aswad exposes her students to real-world applications of 
international law.
Faculty honors
 } Aswad receives award for global engagement
Professor Lindsay Robertson was honored as a Warrior for Justice at the inaugural Warriors for 
Justice Symposium at Bacone College in Muskogee, Oklahoma. Robertson received the award in 
recognition of his “dedication and work in Indian Country in the field of law.”
Robertson also delivered the symposium’s keynote address. Sponsored by the Rennard Strickland 
School of Tribal Law and Criminal Justice, the symposium is named in honor of OU Law Senior 
Scholar in Residence and former OU Law Professor Rennard Strickland. 
 } Bacone symposium taps Robertson for Warrior for Justice Award
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OU Law hosted the American Indian Law Review’s annual 
Indigenous Peoples, Law, and Power Symposium April 15 in the 
Dick Bell Courtroom. The Indian Child Welfare Act was the focus 
of the symposium, co-sponsored in partnership with the OU 
College of Arts and Sciences Native American Studies Department. 
Seven experts in the field of Native American child welfare 
spoke throughout the day. Keynote speakers were Jodi Gillette, 
policy adviser at the Sonoksy Firm and former special assistant 
to the president for Native American Affairs, White House 
Domestic Policy Council, and C. Steven Hager, director of 
litigation for Oklahoma Indian Legal Services.
“This year’s Indigenous Peoples, Law, and Power Symposium 
comes at a time when its theme – the Indian Child Welfare 
Act – is garnering much attention throughout the country,” 
said Dean Joe Harroz. “The issue is a sensitive one, and we’re 
pleased to have the partnership of the OU College of Arts and 
Sciences Native American Studies Department as we host the 
country’s leading voices on the intricacies and nuances of the 
Indian Child Welfare Act. Focusing the symposium on this timely 
topic affords our students the opportunity to gain a greater 
understanding of nationwide current events.”
Beyond the classroom
 } Robertson joins Oklahoma Governor’s International Team
 } AILR symposium spotlights Indian Child Welfare Act
Lindsay Robertson was named to the Oklahoma Governor’s International Team, a nonprofit corporation consisting of nearly 50 
Oklahoma citizens from the private, governmental and educational sectors.
OKGIT is dedicated to a stronger Oklahoma in the global economy through business development supported by a climate of 
international engagement among the general public, as well as the business, educational and government sectors. It seeks to 
accomplish this mission by advocating for sustainable economic development through export trade and the attraction of foreign 
direct investment, and encouraging and facilitating the internationalization of Oklahoma.
Jodi Gillette delivers the morning session keynote address of the symposium 
focused on the Indian Child Welfare Act. 
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Two endowed scholarships for OU Law students with a 
demonstrated interest in energy law were announced in January. 
The Mahaffey & Gore Endowed Scholarship and the Owen L. 
Anderson Endowed Scholarship are both $100,000 or more 
and will each generate approximately $5,000 annually to be 
awarded to outstanding and deserving students.
With a gift of $105,000, Mahaffey & Gore PC, a full-service 
energy law firm in Oklahoma City, established the Mahaffey 
& Gore Endowed Scholarship. Attorneys at the firm, many 
of whom are OU Law graduates, specialize in energy law, 
petroleum exploration and development contracts, and oil and 
gas litigation.
“As an OU Law graduate, I have enjoyed a successful and 
stimulating career in private practice, primarily in the area 
of oil and gas law,” said Greg Mahaffey (’75), president of 
Mahaffey & Gore PC. “It is important to give back and recognize 
those who have contributed to your success. I believe OU Law 
is well-equipped to train future top-ranked lawyers, and as 
such, I am proud and delighted to endow the Mahaffey & Gore 
Endowed Scholarship to assist OU Law students interested 
in pursuing a law career in oil and gas, natural resources 
or energy.”
Following an initial gift of $50,000 in 2014 to establish the 
Owen L. Anderson Endowed Scholarship, an anonymous donor 
provided an additional $50,000 to increase the endowment to 
$100,000. The scholarship honors former professor and Eugene 
Kuntz Chair of Law in Oil, Gas and Natural Resources Owen L. 
Anderson, who taught at OU Law from 1992 to 2015.
Anderson also served as the director of the John B. Turner LL.M. 
Program and was a George Lynn Cross Research Professor. He 
assumed emeritus status in December 2015 upon his retirement 
and will serve as a founding member of the new advisory board 
for OU Law’s various programs in oil and gas, natural resources 
and energy law.
“These significant gifts serve as an immense contribution 
to our mission of making legal education affordable to the 
most talented students, while also continuing to extend our 
national and international reputations for excellence in oil 
and gas, natural resources and energy law,” said Dean Joe 
Harroz. “Both scholarships uniquely advance our work: the 
first, created by one of Oklahoma’s top energy law firms, 
emphasizes our commitment to partnering with the best legal 
minds in energy law; the second honors the legacy of a dearly 
loved and respected professor, Owen Anderson, and his many 
contributions to our energy program. We are grateful to our 
donors for their support of OU Law.”
 } Endowed scholarships to benefit energy law students
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The Frank and Lucille Pope Endowed Scholarship was established by the estate of Frank 
Pope Jr. (’56) and his wife, Lucille Pope. The gift of more than $620,000 will generate 
approximately $31,050 annually to be awarded to eligible students, with a preference 
given to Native Americans, specifically students of Cherokee descent.
“Frank and Lucille’s powerful gift helps OU Law remain affordable for the most 
talented and deserving students,” said Dean Joe Harroz. “Their preference for the 
scholarship monies to be awarded to Native American students further emphasizes our 
College’s commitment to making a legal education accessible to all. We are grateful for 
their thoughtful support of OU Law and are honored to be a part of their legacy.”
Frank Pope Jr. was born in Tulsa, Oklahoma, in 1926 to Frank Pope Sr. and Johanna 
Chambers Pope. His mother was of Cherokee descent, and Frank took great pride 
in his Native American heritage. He graduated from the University of Oklahoma’s 
College of Business in 1950, and later earned his law degree in 1956. Frank served in 
the U.S. Army during World War II and as an attorney with the U.S. government in 
Washington, D.C.
Lucille Pope was born in Lebanon, Pennsylvania, in 1926 to Charles Stout and Blanche 
Dissinger Stout. After her rural upbringing, she chose to become a secretary, and 
eventually relocated to Washington, D.C., where she served as secretary to the chief 
of chaplains for the U.S. Army and later, at the Pentagon in the office of General 
Omar Bradley.
Frank and Lucille married in 1974 and lived in northern Virginia until they retired in 
1981. They spent their retirement traveling worldwide, playing tennis and enjoying fine 
dining. Frank died in 2012 and Lucille passed away in 2015.
Lucille and Frank Pope
 } 1956 graduate’s estate endows scholarship
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Membership as of June 30, 2016
 } Dean’s Leadership Circle
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 } Amicus Society
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It is our intention to include all donors whose gifts were received during the specified period. If your name has been omitted or you would like to make a change to how 
your name is listed, please contact OU Law Development at lawcommunications@ou.edu or (405) 325-9175.
Let’s start a conversation…
…about the impact your gift could make.
Gifts of cash, securities and appraised real estate are excellent ways to invest in the 
future of the OU College of Law. 
Planned giving encompasses a range of gift types that allow your giving for maximum 
impact. These gifts include life income plans, charitable bequests, retirement plan gifts, 
charitable lead trusts, gifts of real estate and other kinds of property, closely held stock, 
and life insurance. Each of these vehicles can help you make a meaningful gift to the 
University of Oklahoma College of Law. 
Benefits include:
∙ Generate life income 
∙ Create favorable tax circumstances 
∙ Reduce estate tax liability 
∙ Create a lasting legacy at the OU College of Law
If you would like more personalized information about planned giving, please contact 
OU Law Development at lawcommunications@ou.edu or (405) 325-9175.
Unwavering commitment to students remains our top 
priority, and the University of Oklahoma College of Law 
seeks your help to continue producing the next great 
generation of lawyers and leaders. All gifts, large or small, 
work together to support OU College of Law.
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HIRE OU LAW
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from Oklahoma’s #1 Law School
·  Post jobs online for OU Law students and alumni
·  Identify qualified applicants specific to your hiring needs
·  Schedule interviews on campus, in your office or via  
video-conference
To hire the best, go to the best. 
Ranked #1 in Oklahoma by U.S. News & World Report.  
For seven consecutive years, National Jurist magazine  
has ranked OU Law as a Best Value Law School.
(405) 325-4717 | placement@law.ou.edu
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